Specifically, it seemed that the ground lost in the last one hundred class since the overthrow of Emperor Selassie, an reestablishment of an alternative feudal structure to that of Emperor Haile Selassie. ‘There is no doubt in my mind that we are witnessing in Ethiopia the...’
grandchildren of Sebagadis in consolidating their sprawling relation to start another feudal dynasty in Ethiopia, and to that ened hoodwinecked the tens of thousands of freedom fighters, the semi-professional people, to fight and die believing that they were fighting for the liberation of oppressed Tygreans in particular and for the freedom of all Ethiopians in general.

..When I examined the background of other individuals who are placed in the elaboration command structure of the TPLF, I was absolutely flabbergasted to realize that the power structure of the TPLF closely follows and repeats the feudal structure of the Tigreans aristocratic power setup of earlier times with very negligible exceptions. The only novelty this time is the substitution of the old order by their grandsons and sons who spew radical ideologies. This duplication of the past feudal structure in current power structure of the TPLF is so faithfully duplicated that it is absolutely incredible for a fact that the members of the TPLF are not talking about it openly...................> ....Therefore, it is clear that the TPLF forces are led by the sons of feudal warlords camouflaged as liberation front fighters.>> Democratization? Ethiopia (1991-1994)Tecola W.Hagos p11-14

http://youtu.be/mXKCyO_Yrp8

The Mutilated Eritrean Tigray Askaris During Ethiopian Italian War!

https://youtu.be/_20tOa8C6VU
Eritrea late 1800 to present ...
https://youtu.be/-Ii7lo5qEL4

Eritrea's Last Stand (1941)
https://youtu.be/blEmpAgn-6I